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Selected Publications

Professional tasks include teaching courses in learning, cognition, intelligence, creativity, and measurement. Research foci are cognitive diagnostic testing and the improvement of basic cognitive abilities and higher reasoning skills, especially critical thinking skills, among learners.
**Summary**

A major challenge facing the educational enterprise is the integration of the domains of measurement, cognition, and instruction. It is becoming increasingly commonplace for teachers and school administrators to be held accountable for the academic progress of their students. Teachers are thus requesting information to guide their instructional activities from the voluminous amounts of testing that occur in the schools.

To render testing more useful to the educational enterprise, tests need to provide teachers information as to how students think and information as to what to teach students so that they make academic progress. As a result, tests are needed that are cognitively diagnostic and instructionally prescriptive. To accomplish those outcomes for tests, a fresh alternative perspective is needed to examine how tests can be better integrated with cognition and instruction.

The purpose of this presentation was to introduce the concept of semi-dense item as the basis for a fresh alternative view of test analysis. A semi-dense item is an ideal cognitively diagnostic item in that one can make distinct inferences to cognitive rules from the item responses of students. Within this perspective, a cognitive rule is the sequence of cognitive steps that permits one to proceed from the stem of an item to an answer choice.

Five indices are presented to determine the extent to which a multiple choice test item is a semi-dense item. The indices measure the following properties of a semi-dense item: (1) response interpretability; (2) response discrimination; (3) rule discrimination; (4) rule set usage; and (5) semi-density,

Two of those item diagnostic item properties are response interpretability and response discrimination. Response interpretability refers to the extent to which each of the answer choices provided in an item is interpreted by at least one cognitive rule in the set of cognitive rules posited for the item. Response discrimination refers to the extent to which each of the responses to the item is interpreted by only one cognitive rule in the set of cognitive rules posited for the item.

For each of the five item diagnostic properties, there is an index that ranges in value from 0 to 1 with the value of 0 indicating that the test item totally lacks the item diagnostic property and with the value of 1 indicating that the test item has the item diagnostic property. The five item diagnostic properties and their indices permit the analysis of test items to determine how diagnostic test items are. If the cognitive rules posited for a test item are computable, then the computation of the five item diagnostic property indices constitutes an *a priori* analysis of the diagnostic properties of a test item. Such an *a priori* method of item analysis could be done on a computer without the use of actual item response data.

A type of item even more useful than a semi-dense item is a dense item, which is any item that permits distinct instructional inferences as well as distinct cognitive inferences from the responses to the item. This presentation was limited to an exposition of indices associated with the properties of semi-dense items.
One consequence of this approach to diagnostic item analysis is that cognitive research that identifies cognitive rules used when solving test items will need to be considered when constructing and analyzing test items. A second consequence is that the analysis of the diagnostic properties of test items is possible, without the use of actual item response patterns from students. A third consequence is that sophisticated internet-based instruction will be possible that results from the judicious coordination of computer technology, cognitive research, diagnostic testing, and instructional science.